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If I die young,
without being able to publish any book
Without seeing the face that my verses have in print,
...
Even if my verses are never printed,
They will have their beauty there, if they are beautiful.
But they cannot be beautiful and go unprinted,
Because the roots may be underground
But the flowers bloom outdoors and in plain sight.
It has to be so by force. Nothing can stop it.


This book, your last book, Philip Pearce, has to be printed without your physical presence in the world. You said that this book has, hopefully, some gems to restart tourism in this time of pandemic.

I was very happy and proud to work with you. For me, this book is a lovely learning experience; for you, this is only one more seed in a magnificent legacy that will surely inspire all of us forever.

While with us, you had so many accomplishments for us, for the academic community and for the society. So it is now your turn to rest in peace, Philip my friend, and it is our duty to keep your memory alive.

This book is the last testimony of your everlasting endeavours.

AC
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